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Joy Marsden is an award winning International Motivational Success Speaker and Author. 
Her insights and unique methods are helping 1000's of people to work with excellence 

through everyday pressures and challenges. Joy Marsden is an award winning 
International Motivational Success Speaker and Author. Her insights and unique methods 

are helping 1000's of people to work with excellence.

Keynote Speaking MasterclassesMasterclasses AcademyAcademy

Joy offers tailored keynotes lasting 
from 30 minutes through to 90 
minutes.

Helping you to get better results, stay 
motivated, lead yourself effectively 
and work more efficiently!

Putting the 'Keep Stepping!' 
Principles to work in your 
organisation

Joy works with leaders and their teams in organisations to 
bring a purpose filled, healthy perspective to the work 
they do in their workplace and their community. 

Her approach is quite simply a breath of fresh air. 
Entertaining and yet highly knowledgeable, authentic and 
truly engaging, Joy gets her message across to audiences 
with both style and substance.

Keep Stepping through 
challenge, engage with others 
effectively, stay motivated and 
achieve success.

Joy's speech really got us thinking about 
how to cope change within business and 

how to achieve our goals.
 Nichola Faith (Nelsons Solicitors)

“
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What Steve Wozniak - Apple 
Co-Founderhad to say about 

Smiling in Business

Keep Stepping! is part of the 
C-Suite Bookclub - New York
Keep Stepping! is part of the 
C-Suite Bookclub - New York
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Inspiring Success - Joy Marsden
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Keep Stepping!
by Joy Marsden
Keep Stepping!
by Joy Marsden
Essential ways to lead yourself and others through 
challenge and change.
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Keep Stepping!®

Step Up, Step Out, Stand Out!
In the midst of challenge and change
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Joy offers tailored keynotes lasting from 30 minutes through to 90 minutes.

We are living in challenging times! Today, more than ever, organisations require 
their workforce to deliver their very best and stay ahead of the competition.

Joy is an expert who speaks, not just a speaker with topics. She delivers keynotes 
which inspire teams and individuals to Keep Stepping! to push forward and reach 
success even in the midst of great challenge. Joy shares practical, easy to 
implement ideas that work! Her mission is a simple one: to help you to lead youself 
beyond current limitations and deliver your absolute best during times of challenge 
and change.

Joy's focus is on personal and team motivation under pressure. The message: build 
self-esteem and confidence, raise self-awareness and understand the impact you 
have on others. If you're looking to develop a vibrant community of people within 
your organisation, then Joy is the keynote speaker for you.

Keynote Speaking

Keep Stepping!
in Business

Keep Stepping!
in Leadership

Keep Stepping!
in Leadership

Keep Stepping!
in Sales

Keep Stepping!
in Sales

Keep Stepping!
in Education

Keep Stepping!
in Education

     The presentation was pitched at the correct 
level, using relevant examples with a strong 
undertone of humour, making the speaker 
captivating

Guy Hodges (Group Sales Director, Civica)iGuy Hodges (Group Sales Director, Civica)i

Keynote TopicsKeynote Topics

Key Note Topics

Motivational Speaker
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Learn More

Keep Stepping! in the midst
of Challenge and Change
Keep Stepping! in the midst
of Challenge and Change

Learn More

Keep Stepping! in BusinessKeep Stepping! in Business

Learn More

Keep Stepping! in 
Leadership
Keep Stepping! in 
Leadership

Learn More

Keep Stepping! in SalesKeep Stepping! in Sales

Learn More

Keep Stepping! in 
Education
Keep Stepping! in 
Education
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Download
speaker brochure

Download head shots & images
from picture gallery

Download bio
and intro

Watch more videos in the
video gallery

Access the pre-program
questionnaire

What others have to say
in my testimonials

Some of the clients Joy has worked for...Some of the clients Joy has worked for...

      Lots of the managers told me in 
the evening how much they enjoyed 
your presentation – I think it was the 
perfect balance of inspiration and 
practicality for our people.

Guy Hodges (Group Sales Director, Civica)Guy Hodges (Group Sales Director, Civica)
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Learn More

Keep Stepping! in BusinessKeep Stepping! in Business

Learn More

Keep Stepping! in 
Leadership
Keep Stepping! in 
Leadership

Learn More

Keep Stepping! in SalesKeep Stepping! in Sales

Learn More
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Keep Stepping! in the midst of
Challenge and Change

Keep Stepping! in the midst of
Challenge and Change

Other Key Note Topics

“Joy's personality brought a different dimension 
to our conference!”

Joy has overcome many challenges both personally and professionally. Yet she has 
been able to draw on key strengths that have propelled her to key positions in 
corporate organizations and now runs a successful business.

Joy shares 'winning secrets' that are massively powerful, but do-able for those who 
are willing to hear the message and are ready to act.

In this keynote you will discover:

• How to govern the emotional part of you
• Your strengths and how to use them for your success
• Where to focus your energy for the best possible results
• How to stay on your 'A' game when everything around you is changing
• Increase personal confidence and personal resilience

Perfect for: Corporate Events, Sales Teams, Staff Conferences, Healthcare 
Conferences, Finance Conferences, Business Conferences

Keynote Speaking
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Motivational Speaker 

Download
speaker brochure

Download head shots & images
from picture gallery

Download bio
and intro

Watch more videos in the
video gallery

Access the pre-program
questionnaire

What others have to say
in my testimonials

Some of the clients Joy has worked for...Some of the clients Joy has worked for...

      Lots of the managers told me in 
the evening how much they enjoyed 
your presentation – I think it was the 
perfect balance of inspiration and 
practicality for our people.

Guy Hodges (Group Sales Director, Civica)Guy Hodges (Group Sales Director, Civica)
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Video Gallery
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Speaking and Book

Speaking nuggets

Conferences and Events

Professional Speaking
Association
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Get In Touch

The messages you write below
go straight through to Joy!

The messages you write below
go straight through to Joy!
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Contact Joy on 07799 012456. If you don’t reach her immediately, she will call you 
back to speak with you personally.

Send Message

*Your First Name *Your Email

*Your Company

*Your Message

*Your Telephone Number

This enquiry form securely collects your details. Please read our privacy policy-(link) to see how we protect 
and manage your submitted data. You will be able to ask us for details of the personal data we hold on you, or 
ask us to delete it. We will never share your details with a third party

I consent to you collecting my details *



Keep Stepping!
by Joy Marsden
Keep Stepping!
by Joy Marsden
Essential ways to lead yourself and others through 
challenge and change.

Price
£12.99

Delivery
£2.00

Price
£12.99

Delivery
£2.00

Add to BasketAdd to Basket
Buy at

Description Testimonials

or

First, lead yourself.

Leading yourself and others during turbulent times can be tricky, but great self-management and self-leadership 
doesn't come by accident, it requires focused attention. The need to manage and lead yourself well is necessary if 
you want to consistently make the right choices and take the right actions.

Mastering these skills will serve you well, both personally and professionally, and will help you to be at your best 
when you encounter challenges of change and uncertainty.

Packed with practical advice and grounded in research, the author Joy Marsden will share simple ways to...

• Shred the things that don't serve you
• Tune in and understand situations clearly
• Bring to the surface skills that may be lying dormant
• Take action based on your values
• Lead your way through change and uncertainty

Achieving in life is only a part of your success. The person you are, how people see you and the way others respond 
to you make up the other parts. Start building on the character traits that will help you secure a great future. Go on... 
take the step!

Keep Stepping! (CD
audiobook)

A Little Book of Steps

£14.99

£10.00

Books
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C-SUITE
BOOK CLUB

C-SUITE
TV EPISODE

C-SUITE
RADIO SHOW

                   Keep Stepping is part of 
                   the C-Suite Book Club

Joy is an international speaker and author known as 
'The Self-Success Speaker', helping Leaders, 
highlighted text leadership teams and their employees 
to increase their effectiveness in the workplace.
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About Joy

Lead and motivate themselves 
through challenges and change to 
achieve success.
Joy is an international speaker and author known as 
'The Self-Success Speaker', helping Leaders, 
highlighted text leadership teams and their employees 
to increase their effectiveness in the workplace.

Joy is the creator and author of the Keep Stepping!® 
Programme following 20+ years of business experience in the 
fields of marketing and trade relations management with the 
Dolmio and Uncle Bens brands, area sales management with 
Avon Cosmetics, design in the textile industry, customer 
service at Next PLC as well as management training.

About Joy         Keynote Speaking         Masterclasses         Academy         Books         Blog

30+ Years Experience
Her knowledge and skill take on a broader spectrum when 
taking into account her 30+ years of working with and 
leading teams of musicians and singers to produce top 
notch productions within the local community in which she 
lives. In short, Joy knows how to bring out the best in the 
people she works with.

Helping people in organisations to 
lead and motivate themselves.
When working with Joy, audiences experience 
interactive and practical sessions that encourages them 
to think differently, work differently and succeed in any 
environment. Joy speaks from the heart and her 
message is clear... Keep Stepping!

Helping people in organisations to 
lead and motivate themselves.
When working with Joy, audiences experience 
interactive and practical sessions that encourages them 
to think differently, work differently and succeed in any 
environment. Joy speaks from the heart and her 
message is clear... Keep Stepping!

Keep Stepping!

Joy's speech really got us thinking about 
how to cope change within business and 

how to achieve our goals.
 Nichola Faith (Nelsons Solicitors)

“
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Learn MoreLearn MoreKeep Stepping!
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Keep Stepping!
by Joy Marsden
Essential ways to lead yourself and others through 
challenge and change.

Some of the clients Joy has worked for...Some of the clients Joy has worked for...

      Lots of the managers told me in 
the evening how much they enjoyed 
your presentation – I think it was the 
perfect balance of inspiration and 
practicality for our people.

Guy Hodges (Group Sales Director, Civica)Guy Hodges (Group Sales Director, Civica)
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Really Useful and InspiringReally Useful and Inspiring

Delivered in a fresh and fun wayDelivered in a fresh and fun way

Testimonials
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     The presentation was pitched at the correct 
level, using relevant examples with a strong 
undertone of humour, making the speaker 
captivating

Guy Hodges (Group Sales Director, Civica)Guy Hodges (Group Sales Director, Civica)

You pitched it perfectly to the audience, in 
content, mood, enthusiastic delivery, 
establishing your credibility, entertaining but, 
ultimately, leaving us thinking and open to new 
ideas
Alison Ahearn (Faculty of Engineering, Imperial College)Alison Ahearn (Faculty of Engineering, Imperial College)

     Thanks for a really useful and inspiring 
session. I got a huge amount from it and have no 
doubt that your book will extend this further!
Ben Freeborn (Head of Marketing, Interflora)Ben Freeborn (Head of Marketing, Interflora)

I just wanted to send you an email to say how 
much I really enjoyed your session yesterday. I 
have come away feeling very energised by not 
only your content but also the way in which you 
delivered the content in a fresh and 'fun' way. I 
will remember your words for a very long time; 
having started to read your book, I strongly 
suspect I will be picking it up many times in 
years to come.

Nicole Moore (Head of Category Management, Interflora)Nicole Moore (Head of Category Management, Interflora)

Written TestimonialsWritten Testimonials Video TestimonialsVideo Testimonials
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